
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES
FAIRWAY PINES ESTATES OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION

October 20th, 2022, 5:00 p.m.
At Log Hill Fire Station and via Zoom

The meeting was called to order by Vice President Randy Mathis at 5:00 p.m. Mike Jones,
(Board Member), Ed Pecis (Secretary) and Bob Del Rossi were all in attendance at Log Hill
Fire Station.

Mistalyn Kuzov ran the Zoom meeting in lieu of Evelyn Bailey.

Prior to the meeting agenda, Randy reminded everyone that this was a Membership Meeting in
lieu of a Board Meeting so all comments and questions would be taken at the end and reminded
everyone to keep comments under 3 minutes.

1. Approval of September 27th Minutes

A motion was made by Ed Pecis and seconded by Bob del Rossi to approve the September 27 th

Meeting Minutes.  The motion passed unanimously.

2. Board Member Election Updates

Mike Jones said the Nominating Committee had met and informed the board that there were 3
candidates for the two-year positions.  Candidates are Randy Mathis, John Peters, and Paul
Stashick. The candidates would give a 3-minute statement as to why they want to serve on the
board.  Paul Stashick then gave his candidate statement, followed by a question from a property
owner asked by Mike Jones.  Mike asked Paul if he’d be willing to sign the “No Conflict of
Interest” statement and he indicated that he would.  Randy Mathis then gave his candidate
statement and indicated he had already signed the “No Conflict of Interest” statement.  John
Peters was on the road and unable to call into the meeting, so his candidate statement was read
by Mike Jones. Since he was not at the meeting, Mike Jones indicated that he would ask John
Peters if he would also be willing to sign the “No Conflict of Interest” statement.

3. Update on Kopper Creek Discussions and Moratorium Update

Randy indicated that the board had received an additional letter from Kopper Creek through the
attorneys and a response from the board was provided.  The response from the board was that



the moratorium would be continued until such time that a completed modular was made
available for review which would allow the membership to see a finished project.  In the last
meeting, the board voted to allow the two families that were in the middle of their modular
projects to continue with their build outside of the moratorium.  Randy indicated that there has
been only a minor amount of progress made on the modulars until the last few days when the
activity on the construction had picked up.  He also indicated that the board is still waiting for a
response from Kopper Creek as to the correspondence sent from the board. He also said that
they have checked with the County of Ouray to see if there is any reason for the construction
delay caused by the county and they were told that there is no delay on their end.  Randy
reiterated that the board intends to maintain the moratorium until a finished product is produced
by Kopper Creek to see if the ARC standards were met and to further allow the membership to
see a finished example of their product.

A question was asked as to when the board thought this would happen and Randy answered that
the board expected that this would have already happened, but they are still waiting on Kopper
Creek to complete a modular home. Randy said that during the time of the moratorium the
board was anticipating that Kopper Creek would have some of the projects finished. At this
time, due to the fact that there are no finished products available to see, the board is unable to
make a decision as to whether Kopper Creek has met the standards and have an idea what a
finished modular looks like.  Randy said he had done a fair amount of research with different
HOA’s and even Mountain Village had invited them to come up and see the factory homes that
were built in their area and see what the difference was between their stick built and factory
homes.  He also said that Mountain Village does not offer specific language or instructions
regarding modular homes in their codes and the builds are enforced through their standards.
Randy further indicated that Kopper Creek looks like they are proceeding with their builds.
Mike Jones said that he thinks John Peters will have additional input regarding the modular
standards as he has three modulars within his own development and is unhappy with the slow
progress of the builds. Ed Pecis reiterated that the moratorium decisions made were at the
advice of their attorney and not an arbitrary decision by the board as they are trying to do the
right thing. A question was raised as to how many homes the board is waiting for to be
completed and will it then be up to the board to evaluate the homes or will it be open to the
membership to assist with the decision. Mike Jones said that the board needs to decide how
many homes they need to be finished, (he said it would need to be more than one), and also said
that before the moratorium would be lifted, there would be a vote and the members would
decide before any more modulars would be built. Randy said he envisions that there would be
drafted language within the covenants as to what would be allowed using specific terms and
crafted with the assistance of an attorney.  The focus would be on promoting the building of a
quality product that meets the ARC standards, without loopholes, and that would represent the
goals, desired outcome, and growth of the community.  The membership would vote on that



language to determine the direction of future builds.  Mike Jones asked if the board should
determine the number of modular homes they would like to see finished in the meeting.  Bob
del Rossi said he believes it should be more than one and that he’d like to see three homes
completed, however, he is also aware of the time factor and didn’t want the time frame to be
extended out more as the community wants this to be finished sooner than later.  Ed Pecis said
he’d be fine with two.  Paul Stashick recommended that an option the board could always
consider is to announce that a decision would be made at the upcoming Winter meeting and
whatever homes were finished by that date would be the homes that would be looked at. Mike
Jones said that Kopper Creek has threatened litigation via letters through their attorneys
although no lawsuits have been filed. The board has been trying to get a meeting with Kopper
Creek and their intent of having the meeting was to find out what the status of the existing
builds would be and when Kopper Creek believes they will have a finished product to show.
Paul Stashick indicated that they would be making a CCR change which would mean either
reinstating language or adding new language which would require some time to create a ballot
to have the vote.  He also said if the CCR’s were updated correctly and not wholly focused on
the modulars, then it would possibly prevent litigation.  Bob del Rossi reiterated that he doesn’t
believe that anyone has anything against modulars specifically, that the board just wants to
make sure the homes meet the ARC standards, and the board needs to have something other
than “holes in the ground” to make that call.  Paul Stashick made a comment about some of the
modular homes have already been approved by ARC and might not be able to be changed
without opening up the HOA to litigation.  A discussion on the topic ensued between Paul and
Jerry Simon of the ARC committee.  Randy said he agreed that what has been approved by the
ARC will probably go through and that Kopper Creek is willing to fix some things the ARC had
issues with.  He also said that going forward, he believes we can change and improve on the
ARC standards to ensure that the things that the community is not happy with can be improved
upon. He thinks the community should figure out what offends them the most with the builds
(modular and stick built), so that they can make suggestions to the board and ARC to get the
standards changed and updated accordingly. Randy said that he knows of communities that have
banned and controlled the building of modular and/or factory built homes.  The county entities
can’t ban them, but an HOA can and do it correctly so as to avoid litigation.  Randy reiterated
that they are not targeting Kopper Creek or factory built/modular construction, but the board is
attempting to make sure that the homes that are built going forward meet the ARC standards
and that those standards are what the membership really wants them to be.  He also said that the
attorney has said that if they give Kopper Creek a deadline that it could be construed that the
contractor is being blocked.

Paul brought up a point about different standards being applied to different contractors and the
costs of one build being higher than another build that’s allowed a lower standard.  Randy said
he had spoken with several contractors about this issue, and he received information that the



state does inspect the modulars in the factory and also sends a state inspector to inspect on site
after utilities are connected and the home is on the foundation.  He also said that in talking to
the county, the R5 continuant requirement is the only thing that differs between the county and
the state.  The county is trying to get the state to implement this at the factory level.  Randy said
this was added to the ARC standards so builders know that the build must meets the county
guidelines as well as the state.  There is a discussion between the county and the state on this
issue.

A question was raised by Barry Zane as to whether the board was going after the builder or the
modulars. Randy reiterated that the language put into our covenants going forward would
reflect what specifically the membership would like to see and that would be voted on for future
builds.

A property owner pointed out that there are several types of homes that are also going to factor
into the language including stick built, log homes, prebuilt log homes, Lindal Cedar homes, etc.

Randy reiterated that the standards will need to apply to everyone, not just a specific method of
construction and the language will need to be crafted accordingly.

Bob del Rossi said that he’d heard feedback that it was the perceived finished product that
people were upset about and not the method of construction. He pointed out that Mountain
Village has 3-4 million dollar modular homes that are held to the same standard as the stick
built homes.

Randy said that they could add language regarding modular construction specifics such as
number of pieces and/or have weight limits.

Paul suggested that they add that a build must have inspections of electrical, mechanical and
structural stages by a local inspector prior to the next stage.

Barry Zane said from what he’s hearing it appears that some of the board is concerned about the
look of the homes while others are concerned about the building process.  In his opinion, he
doesn’t care about the actual construction but he is concerned about the look of the homes.  He
feels that if Kopper Creek had made the homes look good and finished them quickly that this
would have been avoided.  He’s concerned about the entire community weighing in on a
decision that isn’t based on fact but on emotion.  His recommendation was to have the two
architects that advise the ARC evaluate the finished modular and decide if it is in keeping with
the standards of the neighborhood.

Randy said that any changes to the Covenants must be voted on by the membership. Barry was
asking what changes would be made to the Covenants and Bob del Rossi answered him.  He
said that he didn’t want this to be a popularity contest either, but he understood that certain



things were not represented correctly to ARC and he felt that a change to the Covenants is
necessary.

Another property owner commented that from the builders point of view it should be equal
between modulars and stick built homes as to the requirements.

4. Update on Good Shepherd Project

Ed gave a brief history of the Good Shepherd Project and Wendy Fenner’s presentation back in
August.  The program involved enhancing a geothermal electric biological greenhouse setup on
another property in another county.  Additionally, she formed a 501c3 called “Shepherding
International” to use the Peterson property of the old clubhouse to house Ukrainian refugees.
She submitted her plans to the planning department who kicked it back and said it didn’t meet
the definition of a school. However, the attorney for the project pointed out that it did fit the
criteria of post secondary education.  The project is going back for further discussion.  Ed said
that there was a good turnout by homeowners both for and against.  He said it appears that 73%
of our community spoke out against the project, 27% were for it.  Ed said he felt that the project
was a very loose knit operation without mandates for the students as there is nothing that
defines what they will be doing.  At this time, the decision is being made as to whether the
variance regarding the definition of a  “school” will be approved and/or if the project will
proceed.  Mike Jones said that Wendy Fenner pointed out that 80% of the membership did not
express an opinion as to whether they were for or against the project.  Ed suggested that future
meetings on these types of topics should be attended by the membership if possible.

5. Update on Paved Roads

Ed said that United Paving walked the streets in June of 2022.  The money has been allocated
for paving of the roads, however, United has indicated that they cannot do the paving of the
roads this year due to their schedule.  Ed said they have obtained an estimate to repair the
potholes at a price of $6808.  Sealco will be doing the repairs.  The plan is to call United Paving
at the end of February to be put on the schedule and see when they can pave the roads in 2023.

6. Snow Removal

Ed Pecis said 3 Dog Outdoor has been the company used for the development’s snow removal
for the past 3 years.  The bid is $110 per hour with a total of $770 upfront.  Brent with 3 Dog
Outdoor can be called directly to do driveways.  The average time is 6-9 hours to clear the



development.  The snow markers will need to be placed and they are looking for volunteers to
help place them.  A date for this will be announced once volunteers call in.

7. Old Business

ARC Chairman Jerry Simon spoke and said they had previously asked the board to increase the
number of ARC members.  At the time of that discussion, there were 32 projects with 3 full
time ARC members, 1 part time member and 1 non active member.  The board agreed to
increase the ARC members to assist with the workload.  Jerry said he received 4 volunteers that
were very qualified.  He asked for Tom Rudd and Gary Lawrence to be full time voting
members with Eric Reinhart and Michael Holt to be alternate non-voting members.  The
nomination was made and adopted.

8. New Business

Randy reiterated the fact that board treasurer Jim Couto has resigned and moved.  The board
currently does not have a treasurer and the board has received budget reports from Middleton
Accounting.  A review of the budget needs to happen along with the election of the new board
members.  He announced that this meeting will not be adjourned, rather it will be continued to
another date to allow time for preparation and sending of election ballots and review of the
budget. The board did get together with Jim Couto before he left to transfer documents from his
files and get information that is pertinent to the next treasurer.

a) Ranch Watch

Ed Pecis indicated that he went to the Sheriff’s Citizen Advisory Council Meeting 3-4 months
ago and learned that there were 4 grand theft autos on Log Hill.  They have since started a
neighborhood watch type program called Ranch Watch.  They have signs that can be posted on
property owner’s lots.  He stressed that information needs to be given to the Sheriff immediately
when something suspicious is seen.  Mike Jones asked about the possibility of cameras being
installed at the entrances.

A property owner asked what Paul thought about installing cameras at the entrances.  He felt
that the pros and cons might want to be explored prior to installing them due to privacy
concerns etc.



b) John Peters

John Peters called in and gave his candidate statement. He also reiterated that he would be
willing to sign a “No Conflict of Interest” statement.

c) Questions and Comments

Mike Jones called for final questions and comments.  Paul gave additional comments
supporting John Peters as a board candidate. He also discussed the possible creation of a Metro
District.

Mike Jones asked John Peters for input on the modulars and he said the process of building the
modulars was slower than he expected.

John Peters also backed the idea of creating a Metro District.  He said that they are viable as a
long term plan to assist with road development and maintenance, etc.

Paul spoke further about the benefit of creating a Metro District.

Rocio Jones spoke about the re-formed Welcome Committee.  It consists of Rocio Jones, Sarah
Rainey, Angela Allen and Tara del Rossi.  Anyone who is interested in participating can email
Mike Jones.  His contact information is on the website.

Randy Mathis has indicated that Geoff Rainville has volunteered to work with Josh Shapland to
facilitate the website.

Randy established that a meeting date will be set to continue this meeting ASAP.

Paul stated that they will be using chemicals on the golf greens and that dogs and people
shouldn’t be on the golf course at this point once they have closed the course.  He also reiterated
that dog waste should be picked up when people walk them, use the trash cans provided and
that the golf course will need to enforce stricter rules on the golf paths for dogs and people.

Randy then closed the meeting in lieu of adjournment at 6:39 p.m. He indicated that the ballots
would go out and they will determine the timeframe.  The ballots will be sent via email and
someone from Middleton will be attending the November meeting to count the paper ballots.


